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independently valuable and thus should be of adequate size.
One or two well designed large trials, perhaps achieved by the
collaboration of several centres, are of much greater value
than numerous undersized ones.
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Risk assessment
"Statistically speaking, flying is still the safest way to travel,"
Superman tells Lois Lane after rescuing her from a helicopter
crash (Superman, the movie). Of course he may be right, but it
is little compensation if your number is on the bullet: drawing
conclusions about individual risk from collective experience
remains of dubious validity.
Yet we are being encouraged increasingly to think in terms

of comparative risk to enable us to make "informed choices"
both about the consequences of individual behaviour and
about the desirability of the community adopting one policy or
structural design as opposed to another. In his seminal book
Uses of Epidemiology Professor J N Morris implies a bright
future for the application of informed choice as a tool of
preventive medicine; for instance, the knowledge that
cigarette smokers aged 35 have only a 73% chance of surviving
to 65 compared with an 85% chance for a non-smoker would
appear to be a useful piece of information.'
But action by no means inevitably follows knowledge; socio-

logical, psychological, and political-economic factors (among
others) have also to be taken into account. A failure to address
itself adequately to these aspects of risk assessment is one
reason why the recent publication by a study group of the
Royal Society is disappointing.2 Despite ritual observations
that values and politics are important in risk assessment the
report is predominantly technical.

As a species we are risk taking animals, but we resent risks
being imposed on us by others. We like to feel in control, and
most people are much more worried by flying than by driving

their own car or riding a bicycle-even though car drivers are
six times and cyclists 60 times more likely to be killed than
passengers on a scheduled airline.

Disasters affecting many people tend to be viewed much
more seriously than many small incidents affecting more
people, even when the accumulations of small incidents have a
consistent pattern-such as road traffic accidents when the pubs
close. The question of perception is important, as too are the
questions of which risks are chosen for examination by whom
and who makes decisions about which ones to act on. Titmuss
pointed out that a full assessment of disbenefits included know-
ledge ofwhom the costs fell on-with the implication that all of
the interactions ofthe systems concerned needed to be charted.3
We are familiar with the attitude that new airports, gypsy
camps, and nuclear power stations are fine so long as they are
in someone else's backyard, but most people are less familiar
with the extent to which we have exported health hazards in
industry to the developing world by our willingness to import
goods produced in conditions that would no longer be tolerated
here-or by child labour.

So while a full knowledge of risk must be a good thing, in the
wrong hands it may be misused. As with its cousin, cost-
benefit analysis, the tendency is to measure things that are
easily measured and ignore those which are not, even if they
may be perceived as more important by those affected.
Another tendency (in keeping with the BBC's approach to
information) is to give equal weight to employers' and
employees' views on a particular risk, even though it is the
workers who are personally affected by it. In government risk
assessment is being developed as a device which enables
politicians to launder decisions by passing them through the
technical advisers' machine with a passing nod at consultation.
Devices such as the "acceptable daily intake" and threshold
limit values may lend a spurious authenticity to a value laden
decision which has already been made. It is no coincidence that
the recent encouragement to the public to accept risk assess-
ment seems to have begun in earnest when the nuclear power
programme was seriously challenged.

Technicians working with nuclear power may feel confident
of its safety because they are in control. Flying is not the safest
way to travel (rail is four times as safe), but the public as a
whole presumably will lose its fear of flying only when
everybody is a pilot. If governments want people to act on risk
assessment affecting their own lives or accept policy decisions
based on risk assessment, then they should realise that
paternalism will not do. People must really take part in con-
trolling their lives and in the collective decisions which affect
them. The implication ofthis for medicine and public health is
that as health professionals we need to develop our relations
with our patients as partners rather than as authority figures-
in accordance with the current World Health Organisation
strategy4 5that "the people have a right and a duty to partici-
pate in the planning of health care."
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